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This is book 3 and the finale of the Shattered Hearts MC romance series! Dirk Dvorak
takes what he wants. He came to keep me safe. He won’t rest until he’s claimed me
for himself. But betrayal on all sides leaves us with only each other. Can I trust the man
who’s sworn to break me? MEGHAN I got away from the biker life a long time ago.
Since then, I’ve put as much distance as possible between myself and my brother’s
club, the Shattered Hearts MC. I built a new life. Away from the hatred. Away from the
violence. But then my brother gets in touch and tells me I’m in danger. Now, whether I
like it or not, he’s pulling me back into the world of the Hearts to “protect” me. The
man he sends to collect me is everything I ran away from. Dirk Dvorak is dangerous,
deadly, and drop-dead gorgeous. And if I’m not careful, he’s going to break my heart.
DIRK One rule in the biker world: Do what your president says. But when the job turns
out to be collecting his baby sister and keeping her out of trouble, the stakes are that
much higher. I’m supposed to keep my hands to myself. But that’s impossible.
Because Meghan is sassy, fierce, and too tempting. I’ve kept my distance until now,
but I won’t last much longer. The problem is, it’s never as simple as making her mine.
This started as a straightforward bodyguard gig. But then the killers came for us. And
now it’s a whole new ballgame. There’s blood to be shed. A woman to be protected.
And maybe, at the end of all this… A new life with her, there for the taking.
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Genocide – Battle Mars – Book 1 Earth is a write off. Let's move to Mars. What could go
wrong? Over 80% of life on Earth is stolen in four weeks, leaving 8 billion humans
without food, water, or even viable soil. Weather patterns shift causing tornados, raging
fires, and rapid freezing. The governments quickly collapse in every country and people
are stranded with nowhere to run. It's climate change on steroids, but this isn't even
remotely a natural phenomenon. Jace and his dog, Oscar, are taking care of the herd in
Colorado when the biggest tornados he's ever seen rip the earth to pieces, taking trees,
cows, water, and everything else they need to live. Across America and in every
country the seeds of life are sucked up into the sky. People are seeking sanctuary, but
every door is closed until Jace meets a slick billionaire who claims to have a spaceship.
Also by SD Tanner Books in Navigator World Navigator Boxset (Books 1-4) Bombardier
Trilogy WarriorSR Trilogy Replicant Trilogy Books in Battle Mars series Genocide: Book
1 Fallout: Book 2 Colony: Book 3 Books in Dead Force series Dead Force: Books 1-3
Dead Force: Books 4-7 The Hunter Wars series Books in Hunter Wars Hunter Wars
Boxset (Books 1-3) Hunter Wars Boxset (Books 4-6) Books in Eden Lost Trilogy Eden
Lost Trilogy Standalone Books Time to Die Twisted Daze
An examination of the main characters in the Aeneid - Aeneas himself, Dido and
Turnus - in the light of Virgil's contemporary Augustan political and literary ideology.
The characters and the plot and incident of the epic are seen as embodying and
exemplifying first the ancient ideals of kingship and concord, and second the Roman
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self-identification as at once 'Italian' and 'Trojan', and finally as reflecting the literary selfevaluation of the Augustan age. In the literary area, Virgil's relations with contemporary
Roman elegy, with early Greek lyric and, most important, with Homer, are studied and
reevaluated. Virgilian scholars and students of Augustan literature in general will find
this book of interest to them.
????????????????????????????????????????????????24??12110??????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????7???????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????
Continuing Alan Moore's award-winning run on THE SAGA OF THE SWAMP THING,
this third volume is brimming with visceral horrors including underwater vampires, a
werewolf with an unusual curse, the hideous madman called Nukeface. Best of all, this
volume features the comics debut of John Constantine, Hellblazer, who launches
Swamp Thing on a voyage of self-discovery that will take him from the darkest corners
of America to the roots of his own long-hidden heritage. Collecting issues #35-42.
The Sisters of Fire, a hot new firefighter series, follows the path of six women who
trained together and remained friends ten years later. Hardened firefighter, Trish “Mac”
Mackenzie rappels off buildings, saves kids in car accidents and carries victims out of
raging fires. But her personal life is a mess. Can Mac fight her way out of abuse and
insecurity with the Sisters of Fire, a skilled counselor, and good-guy, kindergarten
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teacher Nathan Mitchell at her side? Grab a copy of all six Sisters of Fire novellas:
MORE THAN ENOUGH, AT LAST, NO EASY CHOICE, EQUAL PARTNERS, A
DIFFERENT WAY and TO TRUST AGAIN.
??????????????
Grandpa Joe's town has always been controlled by the enemy, who walks openly among them.
Yet, Max has always felt safer there than anywhere else. Until now that is. A perfect killer is on
the loose. One that not only destroys a person's body, but steals their soul. Kacha, the
changeling, has unlocked the secrets of the ancient magical book and is building a new
hourglass and gateway. He discovers how to construct a powerful weapon called "The
Demon's Fork," which allows him to capture the souls of everyone in the entire town, all at
once. Kacha uses this curse on Grandpa's town to distract Max and the others so he can
complete his ultimate goal of capturing descendants of magical ancestry to fill his hourglass.
The hunt for Kacha leads Max and his friends on a dangerous quest as they try to capture
Kacha before he is able to complete his evil plans. Secrecy will be the key to avoid an even
deadlier situation. Young Adult Fantasy / Science Fiction - Suitable Age Range: 11 and Up.
Books available by James Todd Cochrane: Max and the Gatekeeper Free The Hourglass of
Souls (Max and the Gatekeeper Book II) The Descendant and the Demon’s Fork (Max and the
Gatekeeper Book III) The Dark Society (Max and the Gatekeeper Book IV) The Reign of
Hudich Part I (Max and the Gatekeeper Book V) The Prophecy of Sky Centalpha 6 Part I
Centalpha 6 Part II Centalpha 6 Part III Centalpha 6 Part IV Centalpha 6 Part V Centalpha 6
Part VI Centalpha 6 Part VII Centalpha 6 Part VIII Centalpha 6 Omibus (Centalpha 6 Part I –
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Part VIII) Keywords: magic, monsters, aliens, new worlds, coming of age, swords, spells,
friendship, bullies, gateways, strange life forms, sorcerers
The Cat and the Squirrel come to blows with the Duck in arguing about who will perform what
duty in preparing their pumpkin soup, and they almost lose the Duck's friendship when he
decides to leave them.
The Sisters of Fire, a hot new firefighter series, follows the path of six women who trained
together and remained friends ten years later. When Battalion Chief Lynn Lucas’ marriage
turns cold and she can no longer tolerate the inactivity of a small township firehouse, she
decides to change her life. But when she meets Brady Jamison, a younger man with a secret,
will she lose sight of her goals once again? Grab a copy of all six Sisters of Fire novellas:
MORE THAN ENOUGH, AT LAST, NO EASY CHOICE, EQUAL PARTNERS, A DIFFERENT
WAY and TO TRUST AGAIN.
Will he ever be able to forget the woman who destroyed him twenty years ago… Battalion Chief
Brooke Cartwright loves her job at the Crystal City fire academy, her sons are happy and she
has the Sisters of Fire to spend time with. A single mom after her husband died a year ago,
she doesn’t need or want another man to fulfill her. But when Cord Remington, a former
colleague from her past, turns up to help teach her classes, her world tilts off its axis. Cord
Remington is a hard man because he was deeply wounded by Brooke two decades ago. No
more emotion for him! He concentrates on his business and never gets too involved with
women. Sure, he’s a solo dad, but his devotion is reserved for his daughter. However, when
he sees Brooke again, she threatens his hard-won reserve. Then they start working together
and white-hot attraction bursts between them. They try to suppress it, but they can’t. Are they
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fated to be together or can they stop heading down this very dangerous path? In the end, Cord
must take a second chance with Brooke or choose a life of loneliness for them both. Grab a
copy of TO TRUST AGAIN. As one reviewer wrote after reading, “An entertaining read that I
was drawn to from the first chapter. I enjoyed this story line, it was fast paced, well written with
characters whose story you cannot help but become invested in. It was also good to catch up
with the other couples and learn what has been happening. A fitting way to end an entertaining
series.” Ellen White, Goodreads Community
With the twelve-volume series Feasting on the Word, Westminster John Knox Press offers one
of the most extensive and well-respected resources for preaching on the market today. When
complete, the twelve volumes will cover all of the Sundays in the three-year lectionary cycle,
along with moveable occasions. The page layout is truly unique. For each lectionary text,
preachers will find brief essays-- one each on the exegetical, theological, pastoral, and
homiletical challenges of the text. Each volume will also contain an index of biblical passages
so that nonlectionary preachers may make use of its contents. The printed volumes for
Ordinary Time include the complementary stream during Year A, the complementary stream
during the first half of Year B, the semicontinuous stream during the second half of Year B, and
the semicontinuous stream during Year C. Beginning with the season after Pentecost for Year
C, the alternate lections for Ordinary Time not in the print volumes will be available online at
feastingontheword.net.
Sarawak Malaysia is the second in the trilogy on Borneo and is a travelogue on rainforest and
its Indigenous Peoples. Sarawak opens its heart of darkness, the rainforest when Frans
Welman visits the interior and meets the peoples of the rainforests, Indigenous Peoples and
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peoples who exploit this rich and diverse ecosystem and habitat, Kayan, Kelabit and Bidayuh
Peoples.
When James Baldwin takes a new position with the B&O Railroad, he and Carolina decide to
move their growing family from Baltimore to a small rural town in the Allegheny Mountains.
Carolina's stepdaughter, Victoria, becomes enthralled with handsome Kiernan, an Irish railroad
worker. But will the upper-class Baldwins even consider him as a suitor for their daughter? And
when tensions rise among the workers, can James stop a destructive plan before it's too late?
This is book 3 and the finale of the God’s Hellfire MC romance series! She’s threatening to
ruin everything I built. I took over the God’s Hellfire MC when my father died. And then I made
it into an empire. But the time has come for us to rise to the next level. No more playing around
with silly stolen electronics. I want to truly seize the power I was born to wield – the firepower,
that is. These stolen weapons are the key to our future. But I’ve got enemies eager to stop us
in our tracks. I have to be careful, every step of the way. Now is the worst time possible for
distractions. But the curvy working girl just refuses to be ignored. She’s too beautiful and too
innocent for her own good. Her scent, her softness – it all tempts me towards leaving behind
my life of crime and violence. I can’t let my resolve weaken. But I can’t say no to night after
night with her in my bed. Kaci comes with baggage, however. Secrets and mysteries in her
past that are starting to reveal themselves. And as I learn more about her, I come to realize
that she is far more than she seems. Does she really love me? Or is she just waiting to lure me
to my death?
The land of Ardana avoids destruction, thanks to the heroic efforts of Mara Ashwood and her
friends. For the first time in thousands of years, her home is now free from the tyranny of a
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false goddess. A referendum has been cast, sealing the Faith of Kallikratés’ fate. As a new
year dawns, the last undying continues her search on lifting her curse. Her hope now lies in
Ardana’s alliance with Thoron, which has faced over a millennium of isolation. However,
Kallikratés refuses to go down without a fight. Many followers remain, seeking to make life
difficult for the huntress while clinging onto whatever power they have left. An unlikely foe has
risen to challenge Mara with the potential to revitalize the crumbling theocratic order. But she
will not face this new threat alone. Friends, both old and new, shall help the last undying as her
actions draw the attention of whole nations.
The Champion of Chaos has overrun the continent of Halcyon, and humanity’s future hangs
precariously. As the remnant of a once-thriving civilization struggles for survival, the people of
Halcyon resign themselves to the possibility that by the time the Savior of Order arrives, there
may be nothing left to save. Meanwhile, a broken and beaten Duncan Milius wakes up to a
shattered world. The people desperately look to him for leadership even as he battles his own
inner crisis. Unsure of who he is and terrified of what he might become, he must face the truth
that the choices he makes will come with great personal costs. During the final days of a world
beyond time and imagination, the fate of Halcyon will be decided by unexpected alliances and
impossible sacrifices. Endgame is the last chapter in the Harbinger’s End cycle.
The war with the undead has only begun. Now the last remnants of civilization must fight to live
another day. Under attack and on the run, America’s last heroes fight for the future, as the
legions of the dead wage their final war against the living.
The Sisters of Fire, a hot new firefighter series, follows the path of six women who trained
together and remained friends ten years later. At thirty-five, Firefighter Julie “JJ” Jensen runs
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circles around most firefighters. When her talent leads to a fast-tracked promotion, she loses
her boyfriend and gains colleagues who resent her. Enter Dr. Nick Barrows, a surprise suitor
who makes her forget her name. Will he support JJ through the complications of her career
and merging their very different lives or hold her back from professional success? Grab a copy
of all six Sisters of Fire novellas: MORE THAN ENOUGH, AT LAST, NO EASY CHOICE,
EQUAL PARTNERS, A DIFFERENT WAY and TO TRUST AGAIN.
In 1934, newly-divorced Glynis Barneshill Hampton, returns to her family’s dairy farm in
Dalebridge, a village north of Woodhill, Ohio.Woodhill Fire Department Captain Freddy Pratter
has been called upon to investigate suspicious fires in Dalebridge, but a dead body in a ditch
and a loose horse provide a chance meeting between Glynis and Freddy when Freddy is on
the scene photographing the body for the police, and Glynis and her father stop to pick up the
horse. A shared enthusiasm for photography sparks an interest between Glynis and Freddy,
but the spark isn’t ignited without complications. A former boyfriend, a fire in an abandoned
house where a body is discovered, and personal secrets stand in the way of Freddy and Glynis
revealingtheir true feelings for each other. When their personal secrets are revealed, Freddy
and Glynis think of many reasons why they shouldn’t be in love, but when the serial arsonist
sets the Barneshill dairy barn on fire, and is caught, Freddy and Glynis realize their future
happiness is with each other.
The Raging FiresBook 3Penguin
"Igniting a Generation in the Life of the Spirit" Throughout Scripture, fire often symbolizes the
presence, power, and work of God. And ultimately, God s fire is meant to explode within his
people as a passion for him and his purposes. Ignite the hearts of the next generation with the
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Word of God when you give them this youth Bible that s packed with helpful information on
living the Christian life in the fullness of the Spirit. Created by Life Publishers International.
SPECIAL FEATURES Trusted NIV translation Concordance Themefinders track 12 important
topics through the Scripture Book introductions with note-taking space Extensive bottom-ofpage notes 45 in-text maps and charts Easy-to-use detailed cross-reference system More than
80 key issue articles Commentary from a Pentecostal perspective Subject index for topical
studies Glossary of practical definitions of terms and concepts 7-point black letter type "
This updated edition of Thomas Nelson’s popular Complete Book of Bible Maps and Charts
has everything you need to visualize the events, places, and people in the Old and New
Testaments. Perfect for small-group leaders, Bible school teachers, or if you’re simply curious
about biblical times, Complete Book of Bible Maps and Charts provides a visual overview of
the Bible in its entirety. Valuable resources include new, full-color, high-resolution maps and
charts along with downloadable PDFs for presentations and classes; tables, charts, and
diagrams that organize Bible information for ease of learning and memorization; historical
articles providing insight into Bible times; and introductions to each book of the Bible.
Half demon, all male...one woman strong enough to love him. The Heckmasters, Book 3
Knowing the day will come when his demon blood will overcome his humanity, Tell
Heckmaster has been searching for a miracle. Something, anything, to counteract the spell. So
far, he's come up empty. Just as the town of Berner has finally found peace, Tell's worst fears
manifest. Strange, new powers are tearing at his finely honed control. Putting everyoneincluding the pretty seamstress he's kept at arm's length-in terrible danger. Sylvie Duke has
everything she needs. Everything except Tell, who doesn't seem to own a lick of sense. His
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resistance only strengthens her resolve to stay by his side, driven by a nameless inner
knowing that without her, all will be lost. Reluctantly, Tell is forced to admit that the closer he is
to Sylvie, the better he's able to quell his demon. But when a cryptic warning from an old ally
tips the balance, nothing-not even love-may be strong enough to protect Berner from the
raging fires of hell. Warning: Contains a woman who can handle a hatchet with as much skill
as a needle, and a man whose touch can transport her to heaven. Or hell. Accidentally, of
course. Readers may wish to invest in an asbestos suit. Potholders just aren't going to cut it.
Wings of Fire, the sleeping dragon, has awakened, threatening all of Fincayra. Only Merlin,
whose magical powers are new and untested, can stop him. But before he can face the
dragon's fires, Merlin needs to face other fires, including those within himself. Most importantly,
he must discover the power—as well as the source—of his own magic.
The Complete Battle Mars Series This omnibus edition of the Battle Mars series contains all
four books: Genocide, Fallout, Colony and Reboot. Earth is a write off. Let's move to Mars.
What could go wrong? Over 80% of life on Earth is stolen in four weeks, leaving 8 billion
humans without food, water, or even viable soil. Weather patterns shift causing tornados,
raging fires, and rapid freezing. The governments quickly collapse in every country and people
are stranded with nowhere to run. It's climate change on steroids, but this isn't even remotely a
natural phenomenon. Book One: Genocide Jace and his dog, Oscar, are taking care of the
herd in Colorado when the biggest tornados he's ever seen rip the earth to pieces, taking trees,
cows, water, and everything else they need to live. Across America and in every country the
seeds of life are sucked up into the sky. People are seeking sanctuary, but every door is
closed until Jace meets a slick billionaire who claims to have a spaceship. Book Two: Fallout
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Titan, better known as Big Bertha, was designed as the first ship and habitat to support human
life on Mars. Billions are dying topside while Jace and his team are safe inside Bertha's
underground base, or are they? The unfolding disaster on Earth is looking less like a natural
event and more like an intentional act of terrorism, but to what end? With two kids in tow, and a
completely untrained crew, Jace is forced to make a tough decision. Book Three: Colony Jace
and his crew make a home on Mars, but they're not alone. There is life on Mars, far more than
anyone expected. Unable to explain how Apollo beat him to the punch, Jace spies on his
enemy looking for answers. Truth is stranger than fiction. If Jace and his crew don't take
control of Mars, Apollo's plan for what's left of mankind is a massive step backward. Book
Four: Reboot The call to arms doesn't go unheard and every man and woman pivots into the
fight. It's a desperate battle across two planets for what little is left, and Jace hits Apollo with
everything he's got. In a winner-takes-all battle, who gets to decide man's place in the
Universe? Jace gets his answer, and it's nothing he could have seen coming. Non-stop, fastpaced action. Also by SD Tanner Books in Navigator World Navigator Boxset (Books 1-4)
Bombardier Trilogy WarriorSR Trilogy Replicant Trilogy Books in Battle Mars series Battle
Mars – Complete 4-Book Series Genocide: Book 1 Fallout: Book 2 Colony: Book 3 Reboot:
Book 4 Books in Dead Force series Dead Force: Books 1-3 Dead Force: Books 4-7 The
Hunter Wars series Books in Hunter Wars Hunter Wars Boxset (Books 1-3) Hunter Wars
Boxset (Books 4-6) Books in Eden Lost Trilogy Eden Lost Trilogy Standalone Books Time to
Die Twisted Daze
????????????????? ????????? ???????????? ???????????????1945???????50???????
??????????????1990-1999? ???????????? ???????????1923-2005? ????????
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????????????????????????????? ???????????????????? ????????????????5??????
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???????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????…… ????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????Fairytale f
antasy????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????•?????????????
?????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????

The Sisters of Fire, a hot new firefighter series, follows the path of six women who
trained together and remained friends ten years later. Fire Investigator Lieutenant Tess
Di Marco has struggled through prejudice against women, a messy divorce and years
of training to get what she wants out of life. One constant through the years has been
her mentor and friend, Captain David Ashford, a now-widowed arson investigator. But
what happens when sparks of a different kind erupt between them? Grab a copy of all
six Sisters of Fire novellas: MORE THAN ENOUGH, AT LAST, NO EASY CHOICE,
EQUAL PARTNERS, A DIFFERENT WAY and TO TRUST AGAIN.
Shakespeare had extraordinary intelligence, unheard-of powers of observation and
interpretation, a soaring imagination, a way with words that defies description, and a
defining interest in the theater. He brought kings, queens, heroes, and peasantry to the
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stage so they could be seen in a more realistic fashion. Even so, in modern times,
assistance is often needed to interpret Shakespeare's work. In "A Leg Up on the
Canon," author Jim McGahern provides an extensive biography of Shakespeare and
offers an introductory guide to his histories, comedies, tragedies, romances, and
poems. McGahern presents summaries of the texts, explanations of difficult passages,
extensive historical context, and glossaries of terms no longer in use. In each volume,
he outlines the plot of plays in that category and then delivers a one-act play with
inclusive commentary. McGahern includes pertinent remarks and important speeches
and soliloquies interlaced with brief explanations and descriptions of the actions on
stage as well as plot developments. "A Leg Up on the Canon," a four-volume series,
provides insights into the word music of the talented man from Stratford.
The Sisters of Fire, a hot new firefighter series, follows the path of six women who
trained together and remained friends ten years later. Firefighter Annie Ferris O’Shea
has it all: an idyllic marriage to her high school sweetheart, an exciting career and a
circle of wonderful friends. But when she gets pregnant, everything changes. Will she
and Colin be able to adapt to a new lifestyle or will their lives dissolve into old patterns
and expected roles in society? Grab a copy of all six Sisters of Fire novellas: MORE
THAN ENOUGH, AT LAST, NO EASY CHOICE, EQUAL PARTNERS, A DIFFERENT
WAY and TO TRUST AGAIN.
Believers the world over are on fire to deepen their relationship with Jesus Christ; they
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want to tap into the Holy Spirit as the source of divine power for advancing the work of
the Church and fulfilling their personal lives. The Fire Bible, Global Study Edition is
exactly what you need to be guided toward the Christ-centered, Spirit-led life that your
soul thirsts for. Its notes and commentary are authoritative and trustworthy, yet written
in language that any reader can easily understand. Learn how the spiritual
empowerment that was bestowed upon the faithful at Pentecost is available today, as
God s gift to modern followers of Jesus. This unparalleled Scripture study resource will
greatly benefit anyone interested in living the Christian life to the fullest. FEATURES
Book introductions, including space for taking notes Center-column references Pagebottom notes In-text maps and charts In-text Key Issue background articles New
International Version concordance Themefinders track 12 important topics through the
scriptures Color map section "
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